June 2020

Forces of Nature
Our region is no stranger to the vagaries of nature.
On May 31, 1985, we experienced a devastating tornado in Barrie. On April 23, 2019 historic flooding
ravaged the core of Bracebridge. And today we are enduring the turmoil of a global pandemic with
unprecedented shut downs and restrictions at levels only previously dreamt of.
It has all the making of a bad dream and we all want to desperately wake up.
The whole scale inability to plan or predict when things will get better is very much like wandering in
the dark – we cannot see what lurks around the corner, and if it is friend or foe.
I think that we can find some comfort in that every other time the forces of nature exerted their
presence upon our lives, we always found a way, together, to adapt and recover. It is said that it is
darkest before the morning light, and I prefer to think that this is where we are at this moment in
time.
Just like Winter gives way to Spring, there is always a change in seasons and an opportunity to
appreciate what we enjoy about our lives. Our programs and services have successfully evolved to
virtual delivery, and we continue to seek new adaptations and additional offerings every week.
In many cases we are unable to control what happens or impacts our lives, but thanks to a tremendous
community supporting us, we continue to be a supportive force for anyone impacted by cancer.
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2020 Annual General Meeting
Gilda’s Club Simcoe Muskoka would like to recognize Barbara White for her devoted leadership for two
years as the Chair of the Board of Directors. Barb, we cannot thank you enough for your support and
leadership of this organization through some difficult transitions and times, and your dedication to this
community.
Barbara continues to serve as a member of the Executive Committee, helping new Board Chair Ruth
Watson with transition.
This year’s AGM was hosted virtually and 2019 results will be shared shortly with a new Annual Report to
the community. This document will be shared electronically and posted on our website, but if you prefer
to receive a hard copy of the 2019 Annual Report please email suzanne@gildasclubsm.org!

Child & Youth Activities

Programming for June

Ways to Give - Monthly Giving
Monthly Donors Have Been Our Saviours
We usually highlight here the various ways that you can get involved with Gilda’s Club, but in these uncertain
times we cannot stress enough how thankful we have been for our monthly and annual donors. Those who can
pledge to a repeating gift empower the team at Gilda’s Club Simcoe Muskoka to focus on the needs of
members. When the pandemic hit and our Clubhouse closed on March 16th, we were able to focus on how to
convert our programs and services to be delivered safely through virtual means.
Donors are always in the driver seat for how their gifts are used, and the frequency of giving. Please consider
this month becoming a Gilda Giver or a Beyond the Red Door Society member and help secure our future
programs and services.

Beyond the Red Door Society with a gift of $1,000 or more annually.
Gilda’s Givers is a monthly donation program which helps sustainable support to continue planning
and delivery of programs that meet our members’ needs! As little as $20 a month helps!
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